AC Schnitzer ACS5 & ACS6
Efficient Performance by AC Schnitzer.
AC Schnitzer ACS5: the elegant side of sporting superiority.

The BMW X5 hit the road with superiority in standard form. Amongst exclusive sports utility vehicles, the X5 is top of the class in design, technology and driving comfort.

With the special accessory range from AC Schnitzer, this exclusive off-road saloon opens up new paths to totally individual automotive experiences. The designers and engineers from AC Schnitzer have combined the special driving dynamics and technology from motorsport with the exclusivity of sophisticated materials and the proven functionality and unsurpassed driving comfort of the standard vehicle.
The extreme forms of sporting dynamics and elegance have always exerted a special attraction. Enthusiasts of the BMW marque are particularly susceptible, and with the X5 Falcon by AC Schnitzer, this fascination has now reached new heights. Integrated wing extensions on the front and rear, and two chromed bonnet vents raise the overtaking prestige on the road to new spheres. The AC Schnitzer front and rear skirts and the 20”, 22” and 23” wheels further underline the overall impression of superiority.

Even from a distance: With the striking appearance and emphasised wings, the X5 Falcon by AC Schnitzer shows its superior dynamics in visual form. Wheels in 20”, 22” and 23” and the bonnet vents combine individual design with innovative technology.

AC Schnitzer sports rear silencer of V2A stainless steel with Racing tailpipe trim for BMW X5 3.0d, 4.0d and 3.5i (left) and BMW X5 5.0i (right).
**X5 M Falcon by AC Schnitzer: the authentic motorsport gene.**

Even as a standard model, you couldn’t accuse the X5 M of an inferiority complex. But it’s only after an intensive power cure by the AC Schnitzer engineers and designers in Aachen that the full potential of this exclusive vehicle is exploited.

The uncompromising design of all AC Schnitzer components for driving dynamics and exclusivity allows the X5 M to take on new dimensions. Above all, the aerodynamic components with the generously dimensioned air intakes, and the wheel and tyre combinations with lightweight forged alloys up to 23”, give the X5 M an unparalleled superiority.

**Striking appearance:** The carbon front spoiler, carbon design elements, bonnet vents and bonnet top with panoramic window flatter the trained eye.
Uncompromising concept brings dynamics and driving comfort together.

AC Schnitzer is renowned for its ability to combine uncompromising driving dynamics with driving comfort. Here the customer benefits from the ambition for perfection of the AC Schnitzer engineers. In extensive test laps on the Nürburgring, on the motorway and on country roads, step by step they moved closer to the optimum setup. Because only in this way can the externally depicted peak performance of the power plant actually be transferred to the road. Numerous detailed solutions on the AC Schnitzer X5 M Falcon which reveal its origins in motorsport strike directly at the heart of the enthusiast. Resistance is pointless.

The speedometer extended up to 360 km/h gives a subtle indication of the performance upgrade with a higher Vmax limit.

AC Schnitzer engine styling can be fitted with or without performance upgrade.
The AC Schnitzer ACS6: ultimate sex appeal on four wheels.

The X6 by BMW has defined a new vehicle class: SAC or sport activity coupé. Its genetic code is totally programmed towards sporting dynamics and extravagance. Can you imagine a better foundation for the AC Schnitzer philosophy? Extracting the final reserves of driving dynamics and sporting individuality from the standard vehicle was one of the finest challenges facing the AC Schnitzer engineers. With the wealth of exclusive brand design, automotive individuality has opened up new dimensions here.

The AC Schnitzer front skirt with extra air intakes replaces the rarely required underride protection of the standard vehicle with an aerodynamically optimised spoiler extension.

The AC Schnitzer performance upgrades give the standard power plant up to over 20% more power.
The X6 Falcon by AC Schnitzer: styling to reflect top technological performance

The exclusive aesthetics of style always have a technological foundation at AC Schnitzer. With many years of experience from motorsport, the special accessories range offers maximum performance for the road. As well as the performance upgrades – such as for the 3.0 and 3.5 litre diesel engines – above all the height-adjustable AC Schnitzer racing suspension and spring kits catapult the driving dynamics into totally new spheres. Individually designed for each vehicle type, they combine the driving comfort of the standard vehicle with the power reserves from motorsport. The striking aerodynamics with wider wings and elegant, efficient rear spoiler are visual expressions of this systematic vehicle philosophy.

Striking wing extensions, twin flow rear silencers in Racing design, dynamically contoured rear skirt and the two bonnet vents are the unique visual signs of this thoroughbred athlete.
X6M Falcon – the ultimate form of sporting dynamics.

The direct combination of perfect performance and the BMW marque only has one name: AC Schnitzer. The X6M Falcon by AC Schnitzer is further evidence of this assertion. The special accessory range for the X6M has once again redefined the limits of dynamic vehicle technology and exclusive automotive design.

Here technologically innovative components from motorsport are perfectly matched with the driving comfort of the standard M-pack vehicle. A combination which can only increase its rarity value to become individual exclusivity.

AC Schnitzer styling in thoroughbred form: With carbon front spoiler, carbon design elements for the front skirt, bonnet vents and bonnet top with panoramic window, "Falcon" wide wheel arch kit, rear spoiler and rear diffuser of carbon
When superior driving dynamics become self-evident.

The legend of ultimate sovereignty is brought alive in the X6 M Falcon by AC Schnitzer. This is no accident. All components have been enthusiastically developed and matched for perfect driving dynamics and imposing visual effect.

The aerodynamics, suspension, wheel and tyre combinations, performance upgrade or interior components – all special accessories can be fitted to the standard vehicle individually and independently of the overall package. This allows full scope for individuality, giving perfection an exclusive form.
AC Schnitzer wheel design: ideal for perfectionists.

With the creativity of the AC Schnitzer designers, a versatile design language has been found for the classic five-spoke wheel. Innovative design and production methods have pushed the technical and aesthetic boundaries of wheel design even further. In three topical design concepts for the BMW X5 and X6, the AC Schnitzer wheels set individual accents.

**The avant-garde:** As a striking reinterpretation of the five-star design, the AC Schnitzer Type IV has an imposing appearance, above all in contrasting BiColor finish.

**The ultimate:** With alternating spread angles of the spoke pairs, in black, silver or BiColor finish with polished rim, the multi-piece AC Schnitzer Type VII wheel in 22” shows its most sporting side on the X5 and X6.

**The retro-futuristic:** The classic five-spoke design celebrates an impressive return. With clearly accentuated lines, strong material and colour contrasts, the AC Schnitzer Type VIII forged racing rim in 22” and 23” sets new aesthetic standards.
AC Schnitzer interior: quickens the pulse of every motorsport fan

Luxurious comfort, superior spaciousness and an authentic driving feeling make the X5 and X6 very special vehicles. The exclusively sophisticated elegance of the standard model has been further refined with components from motorsport. As well as a custom carbon interior in silver and the ergonomically shaped sports airbag steering wheels, numerous details provide that authentic motorsport ambience. Quality velours foot mats and an aluminium pedal set with foot rest provide the true motorsport atmosphere in the X5 and X6.

Tailor-made: the AC Schnitzer carbon interior trim with Evo three spoke sports airbag steering wheel (main picture), centre console for the rear seat bench (lower picture), aluminium cover for the BMW i-Drive system – these components cannot conceal their origins in Touring Car motorsport.

AC Schnitzer suspension springs: The suspension components for the X5 and X6 models were matched to the vehicle in extensive test drives. In this way, driving comfort and driving dynamics come together in an optimum balance.

AC Schnitzer racing sports suspension, height-adjustable (not shown).
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